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What is Transport for the 
North?

National 
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City Regions and Local Enterprise 
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Northern Powerhouse Rail 

junctions with HS2

Northern Powerhouse 
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Major 
Roads 

Network



Our vision

“A thriving North, where world class 
transport supports sustainable economic 

growth, excellent quality of life and 
improved opportunities for all.”



A transformed North



Transport connectivity and 
the economy

How does transport impact the economy:

• Faster, more frequent, more reliable 
journeys – reduced commuter and business 
costs (both welfare and real)

• Better matching of people to jobs 
(increasing quantity and quality of 
employment)

• Enabling dense urban centres of 
employment (agglomeration)

• Land-value uplift, bringing forward 
investment into housing, commercial and 
urban realm
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Northern Economy and 
Land Use Model (NELUM)

Source: Steer



Northern Economy and 
Land Use Model (NELUM)

NELUM
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NELUM application example:  
Bradford NPR station

Key analytical questions for NELUM:
• Connectivity: To what extent will improved 

connectivity to Manchester, Leeds and beyond make 
Bradford a more attractive place to live, work and 
invest? How much will this increase travel demand?

• Spatial planning: Could part of the city be 
completely redeveloped around a brand new rail 
hub? How much new development would be 
commercially viable?

• Distributional impacts: What support policies (e.g. 
rail fares, skills) are required to ensure the benefits 
are experienced widely by Bradford residents?

Source: www.nextstopbradford.com



Ongoing work

Open questions for TfN research, analysis and model development:

• Polycentricity – How do transport/economy mechanisms play out in a polycentric region like 
the North compared to a monocentric region like the South East?
• Agglomeration between centres (business travel)
• Choice of attractive jobs

• Social welfare impacts – How can we value all of the dynamic benefits and disbenefits to 
households and businesses, ensuring no double-counting?

• Model validation – How can we ensure our complex models, forecasting many decades into 
the future, show sensible responses?

• Balancing model detail with usability – There is always a temptation to make models 
more detailed to make them more robust and capture more dynamics. We are constantly 
trying to find the right balance.



Thanks for listening

• More outward facing work from TfN analysis next year

• More new jobs for 2020-21

• Get in touch:

jack.snape@transportforthenorth.com




